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Asbestos danger creates disagreement
By Craig Quintana
Daily staff writer
While the fate of the asbestos abatement
program remains uncertain at the California
State Chancellor’s Office, SJSU administrators and an outside consultant differ on
whether there’s a real threat on this campus.
The university received another consultant’s report in October outlining several
areas as "urgent," needing immediate attention because of the amount of hazardous
materials present. No cleanup activity has
occurred to date and the seven most critical
buildings remain open.

But Occupational Health and Safety Officer Ron Montgomery doesn’t think the delay
presents a danger or should cause alarm.
"Obviously, things could change, but I
don’t think we need to be concerned at this
point and time," Montgomery said.
Montgomery said there would be administrative problems and adjustments because
of work slow -downs, but no one is at risk
while attending classes or being on campus
under the current conditions.
Consultant Dominick Fanelli of Asbestos
Control Technology of Los Gatos doesn’t
agree, and said the university may not have

the time to wait for the abatement program
to get underway.
"If there’s activity in a (dangerous)
building, and someone took an additional
reading they may find particulates beyond
the acceptable level. I wouldn’t risk it," Fanelli said.
"It doesn’t take continuous exposure. If
the exposure gets to you and stays there,
there’s no way around it . . You’ve got it
pal."
Because asbestos is a problem at all of
the 19 CSU campuses, Stan Vaughn, SJSU
building trades coordinator said the abate-

ment program will be handled on a systemwide basis. The chancellor’s office will provide funding and outside personnel to handle
the removal, estimated in October to be more
than $3 million for SJSU.
"We will not be doing any large scale rip
out in-house," said Vaughn. "We’ll have no
control over when and how it will be done.
"We are all waiting for the job specifications to be written up. Until we get those job
specs, we just don’t know (when the clean up
will begin)."
Vaughn said there are campuses where
the danger of exposure is more acute and

they will receive tirsi attention Until the
chancellor’s office completes a plan and allocates the funds and manpower, the abatement program will remain in limbo.
"We’re really at the whim of the chancellor’s office," he said.
In the meantime, the work performed by
SJSU facilities personnel will be more concerned with living with the problem instead
of eradicating it, he said.
Vaughn said facilities personnel have
been trained in the proper techniques for
dealing with work areas that have asbestos
contamination. They are certified as per Cali continued on page :t

Research
center on
old age gets
new funds

Waiting for news

Alzheimer’s targeted
By Stew Hintz
Daily staff writer
The SJSU Gerontology center received a three-year.
$370,000 grant from the National Institute on Aging to fund
a project on Alzheimer’s disease and will use some of the
money to create internship positions said David Chiriboga, the center’s director.
The grant was given to the center on Dec. I. However,
SJSU didn’t learn about it until Dec. 15 because of administration problems, Chiriboga said.
Chiriboga said the progam will start in two weeks.
The project will study the stresses involved in caring
for an Alzheimer patient by interviewing 200 families in
Sacramento. Yolo and Santa Clara counties, Chiriboga
said.
Most Alzheimer patients are not institutionalized
and the families often must care for the patient for up to
15 years according to Chiriboga.
Alzheimer’s disease is progressive and affects the
brain causing loss of memory and inability to cope with
reality. There is no known cure.
The five to eight internship positions will be to assist
in the research for this project. The students will be inter continued on page 4

Kurt Leptich
Students gather in the Student Union to
watch Peter Jennings of ABC News relate

the latest developments after the space
shuttle C’hallenger exploded shortly after

Daily staff photographer

take off from Cape Canaveral yesterday
morning. See related stories on page four.

University police fill remaining officer’s job;
three administrative positions still not taken
By Lynn Louie
The administrative positions that are still open are
Daily staff writer
those of the police chief, as well as the positions of serThe University Police Department has hired a new of- geant, and lieutenant.
ficer, but three administrative positions remain open.
The department is actively trying to fill a sergeant’s
Twenty-two-year-old Michael Oreschak, an SJSU
position. An exam for the post was taken by 13 applicants
criminal justice law enforcement graduate, was hired by
Nov. 27.
UPD at the beginning of the year. He has worked within
An eligibility list of seven candidates for the serthe department for a total of 30 months, in positions ranggeant’s position was compiled after results were tabing from dispatcher to cadet lieutenant.
On Jan. 2, Oreschak began his 14-week training pe- ulated. One eligible candidate withdrew, and the remainriod at the police academy in Gilroy. After graduation, he ing six continue with the selection process. All of the
will be on a one-year probation with the campus police, candidates have already been through the written exam
while concurrently going through an additional 14 weeks and an oral test before an oral review board.
of field training with the department before he’ll be able
The top three candidates have taken an oral exam adto patrol independent I’.
ministered by the chief, and a psychological exam.

All the candidates for the sergeant’s position still
need to be tested for their physical agility and have their
backgrounds thoroughly researched by UPD.
A decision will be made in approximately six to eight
weeks, said UPD Information Officer Russ Lunstora.
No action has yet been taken to fill the position of lieutenant, Lunsford said. SJSU administration takes part in
the selection of this position, along with UPD.
UPD is not associated with the search for the new police chief,which is being conducted by a 10-member committee headed by Robert Marlin. dean of student services.
Recommendations for the position are likely to be
continued nit page 3

Record grant
will modernize
business school

By Roger Gilbert
Daily staff writer
The largest grant ever awarded to the SJSU Accounting and Finance Department will update the business
school to meet the computer literacy standards needed by
professional accounting firms.
"Putting computers in our program will take us out of
the Dark Ages and make us competitive with any business school," said Paul Sullivan, associate professor of
accounting.
SJSU is one of 45 universities nationwide selected to
participate in an $8 million program designed to speed up
the integration of computer literacy into the instruction of
accounting practices.
ne award, sponsored by Coopers and Lybrand, one
of the top eight accounting firms in the nation, was announced in June.
"It’s probably the largest single grant of any nature
to hit our department," said Joseph Mori, Chairman of
Accounting and Finance
The award consists of $20,000, for faculty training,
and professional software that has been developed by
Coopers and Lybrand.
"It would be impossible to put a price on the software
continued on page 3

Associated Students discuss future issues and events
Spring strategy outlined at retreat in Saratoga
By Andrew F.
resentatives from most groups on campus; a push for a
Daily staff writer
university budget advisory committee: improved child
The Associated students Board of Directors spent the care; and an A.S. newsletter to promote among other
weekend in the hills of Saratoga planning strategy for the things "Visibility Week," a week of speakers and disspring semester.
cussions designed to enhance the credibility of SJSU,
Using an American Youth Hostel as a meeting hall, Slean said.
the board analyzed last semester’s work and debated newThe board is also concerned with other programs
programs for the spring semester.
such as revenue fees, O’Doherty said. The newsletter will
"We should get a lot done this semester," said Andy explain more about what the board is doing, she said.
Slean, A.S. director of Non -Traditional Minority Affairs.
The mood here is pretty lighthearted, said "Dr." Paul
"We may have appeared inactive last semester, but we Anderson, director of communications. Footballs and
were just laying the groundwork for better things this wisecracks were tossed back and forth during the meetspring."
ing and breaks.
"We are being very general here. The details will be
The hostel, an old log cabin, has been the site for the
discussed at future board meetings," said A.S. President boards biannual retreats for some time.
Erin O’Doherty.
"It gives us a feeling of informality and a chance to
The board talked mainly about four major projects: work outside an office environment Everyone seems to
an Inter -organizational Committee, consisting of rep- enjoy it,- ’Doherty said

Search ahead for community and alumni speakers
to highlight ’Visibility Week’ scheduled for April
By Andrew F. Hamm
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students Board
of Directors plans to sponsor a week
of activity and discussion on community and school matters tentatively titled "Visibility Week."
Slated for the second week in
April. the board will begin searching
for speakers this week and hope to
feature alumni and community leaders, said Andy Slean, A.S. director of
Non -Traditional Minority Affairs
"We want some positive role
people that graduated
models .
from SJSU who will enhance the

credibility of this school," Slean said.
He will be looking for a big -name
speaker, preferably an alumnus to
gain attention to the project.
"The key to this thing is attracting the media," Slean said. "A big
star will bring people from the community down here, just like Mondale
and Ferraro did when they spoke
here "
Other events being planned are
discussions on the downtown redevelopment, closure of San Carlos Street
and other topics that are still being
chosen, Slean said There will be a
little something from the past, pre-

sent and future of SJSU
"We will be concentrating our energy on projects we figure will have
the most impact on campus and the
community." he said
During their hilltop retreat in Saratoga last weekend, the board laid
the groundwork for three other major
projects an Inter -organizational
Committee; child care and a Budget
Advisory Committee
The 10C will include the various
clubs on campus consulting with each
other and if possible, working together on projects that affect the stucontinued on page 4
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Realtors amidst AIDS fear, reality
AIDS has caused nothing short of hysteria since it
began dominating the news in 1983. Public misconceptions and fears have brought about some actions that
show how paranoid people have become.
Acquired immune deficiency syndrome, or AIDS, is a
disease that disables a victim’s immune system and renders him more susceptible to disease.
Researchers don’t know exactly how the virus is
transmitted but they say it is a sexual disease that is
spread through blood and body fluids. High risk groups
are those who use contaminated hypodermic needles, recipients of blood transfusions infected with the AIDS
virus, and homosexuals who engage in anal -oral sex.
The Centers for Disease Control and other medical researchers have found that AIDS cannot be transmitted
through casual contact It has bcen reported that none of

Lynn
Louie
16,548 persons diagnosed with the disease - have contracted it this way AIDS cannot survive outside) the body,
researchers say
Regardless of research findings, the public has
quickly acted to keep those workers who have tested positive to the AIDS antibody, and children who have it, out of
the workplace and out of schools. Although studies have
shown that this kind of action isn’t necessary, individuals
have been excluded as a result of public pressure.
Last week, an AIDS news story reported that California realtors have been caught between the fear of the disease and reality.
The California Association of Realtors warns its
members of a potential lawsuit that realtors may face if
they do or don’t disclose to a client whether the seller has
AIDS,
Realtors could either be sued by new owners, who
have found out that their new house belonged to an AIDS

victim, or by those who say that the disclosure of such a
fact is not necessary or relevant.
Talk about being stuck between the proverbial rock
and a hard place As an attornew for the association said

realtors are "damned if they do and damned if they
don’t."
One reason for this situation is a state law requiring
real estate agents to disclose facts about property to a
prospective buyer. Such things as bad plumbing, pets, a
leaky roof, and a noisy neighborhood must be reported because they may detract from the value of the property.

ToX IC WASTE

Some buyers feel that they must be informed if a previous owner has tested positive for the AIDS antibody or
suffers from the disease. But that doesn’t make sense.
Are these people expecting to contract AIDS from the surroundings?
Researchers have stated the virus cannot live outside
the body, so this problem shouldn’t have arisen. Lawyers,
health officials, and gay activists say that the reaction of
potential buyers reinforces the belief that the public is
misinformed.
Disclosure of a previous occupant’s disease of any
kind has never been considered what agents call a
"material fact" until now. A lawyer who wanted to purchase a house in Berkeley sued a realtor for not revealing
that the owners had been ill, allegedly not directly pointing to AIDS.
Should diseases, and AIDS in particular, be considered noteworthy when buying a house? An attorney for
the statewide association said he isn’t certain because the
law isn’t explicit. If a case were brought to court, it would
be up to the individual judge to decide.
Those who oppose realtors’ disclosure of this matter
say people are singling out AIDS because they believe it is
an infectious disease, a fact which isn’t confirmed. Again,
this is a result of abounding misconceptions.
This instance follows a string of events caused by
public frenzy. Several gay bathhouses have been closed
due to public fears, A controversy has arisen over
whether a person must indicate having AIDS on an insurance form or job application. Actors have become wary of
love scenes involving open -mouth kissing. Last week a
firm opened in Los Angeles which sells identification
cards that indicate the bearer has tested negatively for
the virus.
The realtors’ association has recommended that
agonies be informed of research finding,’ to decide what
action to take. This is good advice for all of us. Perhaps
there wouldn’t be as much of a panic.
After all, being cautious is one thing, hut this is something else

NOW WERE’S MY PLAN

Letter Policy

Deliver them to the Spartan Daily office,
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 208, or to the Student
Union Information Desk.
All letters must bear the writer’s name, telephone number, major and class standing and be
no longer than 250 words.

Avarice dictates
ticket buyers
fervor for game
"It’s a good feeling"
Chances are if you live in California and are not
in a coma your sensibilities have been numbed by
that phrase.
Just in case you have been fortunate enough to
miss it, the feeling they’re talking about is confined
to players of the California Lottery.
The second part of it goes something like: "And
it helps the schools, too."
That last part sounds an awful lot like an afterthought But I believe that deep down the people
who brought us the lottery actually believe it’s there
to help out the schools - instead of providing greedy
Californians an outlet for their spare cash.
I’m also inclined to have crazed fits of naivete
where I’ll believe anything I’m told.
But if you can remember back to the days before

Craig
Quintana
the "Big Spin" and instant millionaires, the rationalization for the game’s inception was to help out
California’s ailing schools. The lottery was supposed
to be the answer to the school’s prayers.
Recently, Lottery Director Mark Michalko announced that a total of 119111 million has accumulated
since the game began. Of that, 34 percent ( some $306
million) will be allocated to the schools by early next
month.
This compares to the almost WOO million distributed to winners.
Presumably, each of these winners had educa-

His ex-wife won the lottery.
John Fruits, known as the "Lottery King," has
spent $4,500 on the lottery. Every day he goes to a different location to buy lottery tickets. He has won money.
It’s a full-time job.
Luckily, they have made the lottery moral. A percentage of the overflow will melt into the schools where
children will learn that it is not wise to gamble.
The lottery is educational. You become acquainted
with organized crime and economic horrors. Every
seller gets one whole nickel profit on each card.
We are lucky to be in college. Statistics show that

THE
CAUFORNIA
LOTTERY
ion in mind when they bought their winning tickets.
Consequently, fate has rewarded their altruism with
a wonderful cash incentive, which they will no doubt
use to help out the schools by putting their winnings
back into the lottery.
As for the multitudes who also contributed but
haven’t received any monetary recognition - 30
tickets for each adult Californian at last count -they
can be consoled in that they helped out a worthy
cause.
But it appears this kind of generosity may be
giving way to blind greed. Game No. 4 is the "California Gold Rush," and the new advertising campaign boasts a lottery that is "richer than ever,"
promising players a chance at "striking it rich.’
This does not seem to be in the character of what
we all know lo be the true aim of the institution, does
it?
I’m sure this is only a momentary lapse from
our cause that is just and right. In a short time, we
will all come to our senses and put the emphasis
back on helping out the schools
I can see the fateful day now. In a room packed
with tension and anticipation, a lucky finalist takes
his shot at the Big Spin. After giving the wheel a tremendous spin, the ball lands, miraculously enough,
in the 13 million slot. The crowd goes wild, pandemonium ensues with the usual display of uncontrolled
avarice.
But in a moment charged with self-sacrifice, the
winner announces his intention to donate all of the
money directly to the schools instead of going the
usual route and blowing it all away on new tickets.
The crowd falls deathly silent; and then there’s
a wave of thunderous applause as education’s single
greatest benefactor exits stage right mumbling
something about what a great feeling it really is.
Yeah, and if you believe that one, I have some
prime ocean -front property in Kansas I’d like to sell
you.
Did! mention the bridge?

Patricia J.
Pane

Telephone numbers will not be printed.
The Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for libel and length.
Thu-opiniorlis appearing on the forum page
are the opinions of the individual writer.
The editorials appearing on this page are the
opinions of the editorial board of the Daily.

Lottery gold does not glitter for California schools
Leaves littered gutters in 19115 and so did lottery
tickets.
Zippy the pinhead is probably the only one not to
have noticed an orange L.
Religion was once a main socializer In ancient
times a fish used to adorn buildings to signify Christianity In 1986 we have l.’s
The Pope might come to California. I wonder if he’ll
buy a lottery ticket. Will he get to keep the money if he
wins? He’s not a U.S. citizen, you know.
One poor fellow who won the lottery owed his exwife money He didn’t get to keep any of his winnings.

Her Say

The Spartan Daily encourages readers to
write letters to the editor for publication on this
page. This is a page that gives readers an opportunity to air their views on important issues.

more educated people are less apt to waste money gam
bling. Instead of paying college tuition the less -educated can buy lottery tickets and have their money filter into our system.
What if lottery tickets were distributed in place of
food stamps? Everyone would be much happier. Then,
when food stamp recipients won the lottery, they could
buy food.
Bars carry lottery tickets. You can scratch and
drink at the same time And when you’re drunk you can
buy lots of them. Yahoo’
The groovy company that prints the tickets is making a bundle. Hey. Hey.
In New York you get to wait in long lines for a
strike-of-lightning chance at the $30 million. Someone
won: many lost, It’s important to keep up with our East
Coast competition,
The lottery adds to the San Jose night life. What better way could there be to spend a dollar for a five -second thrill? A peep show costs a quarter, hut there isn’t
that same exhilarating thrill of reaching in your pocket
to get your keys out to scratch the numbers one by one.
and then the thrill of winning $2, a free ticket or nothing.
The opening day of the lottery was exciting. Everyone had a case of lottery fever - lottery fever that
never went to the doctor, got sick and died.
I’ve heard much in favor of the California lottery by
the same people who promote the California Dream
It’s all a crock. There’s a dollar to be made by someone,
somewhere.
It would be a pity if the Mafia were involved in our
California Dream,

Shelly
O’Day
Doris Barnett was so busy celebrating, having won
$.3 million during the lottery "spin-off," that she didn’t
notice that the ball had slipped out and ended up in the
$10,000 slot. Rats!
The logo is deceiving. The L is a golden orange,
reminiscent of the poppies that once covered the mountains during gold rush days. Smog has killed a lot of
poppies and with all of the pyromaniacs out there, it’s
ironic that the background of the Lisa hilly green
Hunter S. Thompson gets very nervous whenever
the lottery is mentioned. Something must be wrong if he
gets the jitters.
Californians should vote again and again, like SJSU
did for the Recreation and Events Center, until we gel
an anti -lottery bill passed.

Facing ’Shoah’
Claude Lanzmann’s nine-and -one-half hour
documentary, "Shoah," unfolds as an oral
rather than visual history of the Holocaust.
Several hours into the film, I began to understand why: In this film, the words belie the images.
Unlike in "Night and Fog," "Shoah" ( the Hebrew word for annihilation) uses no archival footage
of the death camps. There are nobodies, No skeletal
survivors peer into the camera. Not one frame of a
speech by Hitler is used. They are not necessary.
The images are of a tranquil meadow where
400,000 men, women and children were gassed, of
railroad tracks that led transports of Jews to the
death camps, and of a Catholic church in Chelmno,
Poland, where more than 40 years ago Jews were
herded and locked in for days without food or water,
awaiting the gas vans.
In front of this same church, in the midst of a
saint’s day ceremony, stands Simon Srebnik, one of
only two survivors of the Chelmno death camp.
Srebnik was 13 years old when he was sent to the
Chelmno camp. The villagers say they remember
him; they say they are glad he’s alive.
They describe the gas vans pulling up to the
church steps, 50 or more a day, and explain the process wherein exhaust fumes were piped into the
sealed vans. It is all matter-of-fact to them.
Lanzmann asks the villagers "Why did it happen?" They answer that the Jews were rich, the
Jews murdered Christ Not one expression of regret
is uttered.
The words area callous justification for the Holocaust.
Srebnik stands in the center of the crowd, ignored by those who minutes before were so glad to
see him. They are more taken with performing for
the camera than they are with Srebnik.
It is through words - the words of Holocaust
survivors, of Polish witnesses and of Nazis that
images take form and come to life in our minds.
We hear survivors recount their experiences.
Franz Suchomel, an unrepentant deputy SS platoon
leader at Treblinka, describes in detail his efficient
process for killing 3,000 people every three hours,
The exhaust from the vans and the heat of the ovens
become real. Suchomel, though, lives in comfort,
proud of his work and at peace with himself.
It is impossible to leave the theater unmoved by
what has been heard and it is difficult to accept what
has been seen.
This is Lanzmann’s intent, to make us relive
those experiences through the words of others.
Weeks later my reaction to the film is unchanged. The images continue to haunt.
Lanzmann’s relentless questioning, badgering responses from his subjects ring in my ears.
The wife of a Nazi teacher at Chelmno can’t remember how many people were killed at the camp. Something with a figure four in it, she says. The number
was 400,000.
But not all speak with such indifference. The
stationmaster at Sobibor remembers the construction of the camp there in 1942, He heard shouts in
German, screams, shots, saw Jews working. And
one day the camp was finished. On his way home one
night, he saw the first trainload of 400r so cattle cars
pulling into the station. The next day there was total
silence. No shouts in German, no screams, no Jews.
All the Jews had vanished overnight. The stationmaster could not grasp what had taken place and
cannot do so even to this day.
Nor can we all.
Patricia J. Pane is the forum editor. Her columns
appear intermittently.
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Asbestos threat disagreement
Report states problem needs urgent attention
continued from page 1
forms Occupational Health and
Safety Administration guidelines.
Our normal day-to-day jobs
were heavily influenced," he said.
Routine repairs and maintenance were delayed or put aside because of the presence of asbestos.
Workers will now be able to enter
buildings that have been identified as
hazardous to perform regular maintenance.
Currently, Vaughn said the university is monitoring the buildings
where hazardous conditions exist and
where no contamination has been discovered in areas trafficked by students and staff.
"Everytime we go in to do work,
we take air samples," he said.
Asbestos becomes dangerous
when the insulating layer decays and
the material inside gets exposed. The
fiberous material becomes friable
breaking down into microscopic particles that can become airborne and
lodge in the body.
When the fibers are absorbed by
the lungs, the disease asbestosis occurs, greatly impeding breathing.
Forms of heart disease have also
been linked to exposure.
The effects can take anywhere
from 15-40 years to manifest in the
body.
Asbestos is the common name for
a group of minerals used extensively
in the ’50s through the ’60s as a fireproofing and insulating agent. It was
commonly used at SJSU for roof tiles

and blanketing plumbing.
The areas targeted for cleanup
were identified in a survey authorized by the chancellor’s office and
conducted by Baker Consultants Inc.
Twenty-eight buildings at SJSU were
discovered to have hazardous
amounts of friable materials.
The report ranked the hazard
areas on a sliding scale from one to
seven. Buildings in category seven
have a high level of friable materials
and require immediate attention.
Buildings in category six, while not
quite as critical, also have a high
friable content and removal is mandated within a year’s time.
In all, the survey found seven
buildings at SJSU in category seven
and 21 in category six.
The buildings in categories four
and five have some hazardous
material and periodic inspection and
eventual removal is warranted. The
other three categories contain no
friable materials.
Fanelli performed spot cleanup
for the university last year before the
Baker survey.
He called SJSU "a leader" and
said that what the univeristy is doing
is much better than what is happening in and out of the industry.
"SJSU is doing something. The
question is, is it quick enough. Baker
is no fly-by-night . they are good.
And I would take them seriously."
Fanelli is quick to add that despite "acceptable" levels of exposure
listed by California Occupational

Safety and Health Administration
and other government guidelines, no
level of exposure is safe.
The findings of the Baker survey,
while providing specific locations
and rankings for cleanup areas, were
not unexpected. Previously, two
the civil engineering lab
buildings
and a basement in MacQuarrie Hall
were closed as a result of asbestos
contamination. They will remain
closed until the full abatement program begins.
There are a number of methods
to deal with asbestos, including encapsulation, containment and removal. Removal is the best but most
expensive alternative. Currently, the
Environmental Protection Agency
calls for total removal.
Last week the EPA announced
much more stringent guidelines for
asbestos use banning five product
categories and unveiling a plan to
phase out all asbestos use over the
next 10 years.
At that time, an EPA official said
no level of exposure to asbestos was
without risk.
Cleanup costs for SJSU and the
CSU system were estimated at $3.6
and $45.8 million, respectively, over
five years. But the estimates may be
subject to revision when the abatement program gets underway.
Similarly, the condition of some
of the buildings in category six and
seven could worsen over that time,
creating greater hazards.

UPD still needs top administrators
continued from page 1
made in March, Martin said.
Productivity of the campus police force has been slowed down
slightly by the time required to train
new officers.
Edward H. Avila and Daniel L.
Coffman, were hired in August. They
are now on probation and involved in
field training by veteran officers.
There is not as much "self-initiated work" because the trainertrainee relationship doesn’t allow the
veteran officer to work as freely,
Lunsford said.
But whenever extra help is

’We’re policemen
first .
Russ Lunsford
UPD information officer
needed, administrative police officers fill in, Lunsford said. These include the police chief, lieutenants,
and sergeants.
"We’re policemen first and administrators second," he said, including himself since he is techni-

cally an administrative officer.
UPD is aware of the basic days
and times when crimes are more
prevalent.
For example, extra -curricular
activities tend to be potentially bad
times, he said. Supervision is increased, but the increase doesn’t
take away from the force. Those officers who are working these events
are working overtime, Lunsford said,
He said the main goal of the department is to get officers out on the
streets.
"It’s just an extra burden on the
officers around here to fill in the
gaps," Lunsford said.

Grant helps update program
continued from page I
gift," Mori said.
"The award clearly discloses
the commitment of the professional
community to the improvement of
the university," he added.
The grant will have an immediate impact on 25 percent of the
upper division accounting core
courses, Mori said.
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INVEST IN
YOUR
FUTURE
Come to the Computer Department for a
demonstration of the Applefi Macintoshrm
and see how hundreds of thousands of
students around the world are using the
Macintosh to improve their class performance.

fit it into our course curriculum."
Coopers and Lybrand have suggested that computers should eventually be used throughout the accounting program.
"We’d like to see mandatory
work sessions used in each accounting course that deal with computers
to complete the lesson," the company spokeswoman said.

Officials for Coopers and Lybrand acknowledge that the program, comprised of software and
faculty training, is intended to help
the industry as well as students.
"Students from universities
weren’t coming out with the skills
we needed," said a spokeswoman
for Coopers and Lybrand.
"We know students have to be
computer literate, and we have
been spending time and money to
teach new hires what they need to
learn."

’It’s a good
exposure for San
Jose State,
Paul Sullivan,
associate professor
But Sullivan warns the overuse
of computers in accounting classes
could be a mistake.
"In particular classes, such as
introductory courses like Business
20, computers might be a useless
exercise," he said,
"Computers need to have an
educational purpose," Sullivan
said, "otherwise they have the potential to be just another burden on
the student, and a useless exercise."
Black and Sullivan will provide
feedback to the Coopers and Lybrand Foundation, as well as to the

In terms of actual cash,
Thomas Black, associate accounting professor, and Sullivan were
awarded the $20,000 to attend two
seminars in New York. Black and
Sullivan are to facilitate the faculty’s training in the use of the new
software.
"The sessions were important
to acquaint us with the software,"
Sullivan said. "Our task is then to

other schools involved in the program.
"It’s a good exposure for San
Jose State, and we also get to learn
about what other schools are doing
with the software," Sullivan said.
The grant will likely contribute
to increased employment opportunities for SJSU accounting graduates, said the Coopers and Lybrand official.
"San Jose State already supplies us with an incredible percentage of our new hires," the
spokeswoman said. "and this training will provide the school’s graduates with an important skill."
"Students may be attracted to
the university," the spokeswoman
said, "because they know employers will pay a premium for their education."
Mori said the grant is a timely
addition to the department and has
raised faculty morale.
"In view of the fact that we’re
home in Silicon Valley it seems especially appropriate that we start
to develop a particular strength in
this area in our curriculum." Mori
said.
Dr. Black is close to completing his assigned task of integrating
the software into Business 120, an
accounting
and
informations
course, Sullivan said.

Get a

FREE CHECKING ACCOUNT
No Per Check Charge
No Monthly Service Charge
No Automated Teller Access Charge

lIMELYTkLLER ACCESS ON CAMPUS
Only $5090 minimum deposit with this coupon.

Valid through Feb. 28, 1986

SAN FRANCISCO FEDERAL SAVINGS
PIEEMML
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Downtown San Jose Office: 110 W Santa Clara at Market (408) 298-0567
Valley Fair Office: 88 Valley Fair Shopping Center (408) 246-9000

ROO LOWE
GIBS
CYNTHIA PATRICK SWAYZE

Word Processing
Organizing Notes for Papers
Creating Class Note Data Bases
Reduce Time Studying
Financial & Statistical Spread Sheets
Presentation Graphs, Charts, Displays
Automatic Spell Checking
Ease of Use, Learning
COME IN AND COMPARE OUR PRICES.
YOU’LL BE HAPPY THAT YOU DID!
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the Macintosh Plus
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Apple is I registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Macintosh is a trademark of McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
and is used with express permission of its owner.
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Aging study center
receives new grant
continued from page 1
viewing families in Santa Clara
County two to three times in the
first year, Chiriboga said.
Chiriboga said the Gerontology Center on capmus will directly benefit from the program
and hopes the information learned
will help the center.
Chiriboga said he hopes to
start a day-care facility for Alzheimer’s disease at the center.
Several of the internships will be
at the day-care facility, and some
of those positions may be paid,
Chiriboga, who came to SJSU
in August, said he was pleased to
receive the grant, but thought the
program was good from the start.

NASA file photo

The Challenger’s sister shuttle, Columbia in late 1981

SJSU space group
teams with NASA
Club persistent despite explosion
By

Hansen

Deily staff writer

When the news hit campus that
the space shuttle Challenger had
blown up, a certain group of SJSU
students felt their futures flash before them.
The Space Research and Development Organization, a group
founded by a handful of SJSU students, is currently involved in an experiment with NASA and many of
them look to possible future careers
in the space industry.
"Nobody really cares about the
stuff that blew up," said Steve
Butow, payload manager of the project with NASA. "It can be replaced,
but the people cant.’
Dr. Robert Anderson, faculty adviser for SRDO, said he is especially
saddened about what happened to the
space shuttle because "this group of
astronauts was doing something for
their country and I see my ’Spaceniks’ as doing the same type of
thing."
The experiment that SRDO is
kworking on with the NASA a program
called "The Get Away Special." The
program allows students to design
and build a small self-contained payload. A payload is a cylindrical container that has an experiment placed
inside of it. When completed, the payload is put inside canisters which will
ride on board the space shuttle.
The experiment, which is still in
the engineering phase, involves
materials processing. It will test the
effects of exposure, corrosion and
electroplating in space.
"The value of developing a project from an idea on paper to an auto-

mated system aboard a shuttle is
priceless," said Butow.
"The Get Away Special Program," which was designed by
NASA, allows students who are
looking for futures in the space industry to get hands-on experience.
NASA has been very complimentary to SJSU about their experiment
and the school will be given the
chance to do another one once this experiment has been completed, Butow
said.
The students working on the project do so for the experience gained
from it and the opportunity to interact with professionals. The group
meets regularly with six professionals from NASA who serve as technical advisers for the project.
Don Myronuk, associate dean of
engineering, also serves as a technical adviser for the group.
SRDO is sponsored by a corporation called Aero-Auto Industry. They
provide all the financial backing for
SRDO and the university pays nothing, Butow said
If everything goes as planned,
the group hopes their experiment will
be ready to fly in one of the other
shuttles in the fall.
The group doesn’t plan on letting
this recent shuttle disaster dampen
their hopes for the future.
Statistics showed the possibility
of an explosion happening, but nobody really expected it, Butow said.
"There is always going to be
room for the ’Get Away Specials’ on
other shuttles," he said, "and we’re
not going to let this hamper us."

The grant was originaly
awarded to Chiriboga while he
was a professor at the University
of California at Davis. Chiriboga
continues to hold an associate professor’s position at Davis, but will
run the program from SJSU.
The program had to pass two
reviews, Chiriboga said, and to receive any money at all is surprising.
Another project which will use
the data from this study is now
going through the review process
Chiriboga said.
This program, he said, is designed to provide help for the families of those suffering from Alzheimer’s disease.

Shuttle explosion
leaves nation aghast
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (API
A catastrophic explosion blew
apart the space shuttle Challenger 75
seconds after liftoff yesterday, sending a schoolteacher and six NASA astronauts to a fiery death in the sky
eight miles out from Kennedy Space
Center.
"We mourn seven heroes," said
President Reagan, but, he added,
"nothing stops here."
Seven lost in the disaster included schoolteacher Christa McAuliffe and NASA astronauts commander Francis R. Scobee, 46; pilot
Michael J. Smith, 40; Judith Resnik,
36; Rot.ald E. McNair, 35; Ellison S.
Onizuka, 39, and Gregory B. Jarvis,
41.
The accident defied quick explanation, though a slow-motion replay
seemed to show an initial explosion in
one of two peel -away rocket boosters
igniting the shuttle’s huge external
fuel tank. The tank burst into a fireball that destroyed Challenger high
above the Atlantic Ocean while crew
families and NASA officials watched
in despair from the Cape.
Other observers noted that the
boosters continued to fly crazily
through the sky after the explosion,
apparently under full power, indicating the that the fatal explosion might
have originated in the giant tank itself. Debris rained into the Atlantic
for 45 minutes.
"We will not speculate as to the
specific cause of the explosion based
on that footage," said Jesse Moore,
NASA’s top shuttle administrator.
NASA officials are organizing an investigating board and Moore said it
will take a "careful review" of all
data "before we can reach any con elusions."
Never before in 56 manned space
missions had Americans died in
flight. John Glenn, former astronaut,
recalled that three astronauts died in
a launch-pad training accident 19
years ago and said the history of pioneers is often one "of triumph and
tragedy." Four Soviet cosmonauts
have died in space accidents one in

1967 and three in 1971.
The explosion followed an apparently flawless launch, delayed two
hours as officials analyzed the danger from icicles that formed in the
frosty Florida morning along the
shuttle’s new launch pad.
A source at the Johnson Space
Center in Houston said the blast occurred "unexpectedly and with absolutely no warning."
Mission Control reported that
there had been no indication of any
problem with the three shuttle engines, its twin solid boosters or any
other system and that the shuttle just
suddenly blew apart 10 miles high
and 8 miles downrange of Cape Canaveral. Ninety minutes after the accident, controllers were still at their
consoles, solemnly examining flight
data.
Flags at Cape Canaveral were
lowered to half-staff. The countdown
clock that marks the progress of the
mission continued for hours.
Reagan, in an Oval Office address after he postponed his State of
the Union message because of the
tragedy, reaffirmed his commitment
to the shuttle program and said, "The
future doesn’t belong to the fainthearted, it belongs to the brave.
"We will continue our quest in
space," he said. "There will be more
shuttle flights and more shuttle
crews and, yes, more volunteers,
more civilians, more teachers in
space."
Vice President George Bush said
after arriving at Kennedy Space Center yesterday, "Today’s tragedy reminds us that danger awaits all who
push back the frontier of space. It reminds us that the great adventure of
space travel requires men and
women of spirit and bravery."

’Visibility Week’ planned
continued from page i
dent body as a whole, A.S. President
Erin O’Doherty said.
The A.S. board has set Feb. 11 as
a tenative date for the first formal
meeting of the IOC. President Gail
Fullerton will be asked to speak to
the IOC once it is organized.
"Once they get going they will be
an autonomous organization," O’Doherty said. "They can set their own
agenda."
Child care and new ways of funding were also brought up at the meeting.
O’Doherty said the California
State Student Association and the
board wants the California State University system to pay a fair share of
the operating costs.
Also, child care must start to include younger children on a babysitting status so that their parents can
go to school, she said.
The CSSA is very interested in
improving child care and it will beat
the forefront of our agenda this
spring as well, O’Doherty said. The
child care committee has about 20
members on their panel.
The board decided they will propose an ad hoc committee to work
with the Academic Senate. The two
groups will discuss ways of setting up

a Budget Advisory Committee. Its
aim will be to persuade President
Gail Fullerton to recognize the need
for such a committee, said Tim
Haines, director of Cal State Affairs
In a very complex issue, CSU’s
Board of Trustees adopted a resolution stating that students should be
active participants in the consideration of programs and budget related
issues Haines said.
"Fullerton has said that the budget sub-committee of the Academic
Senate fits that description since
there are six students on the senate,"
Haines said. "We are proposing a
committee that is 30 percent students, 30 percent faculty and 40 percent administration as an advisory
board."
Haines said that so far Fullerton
has rejected any notion of a Budget
Advisory Committee.
The CSSA is working on the students’ behalf at the state level,
Haines said. The A.S. board will
apply pressure on Fullerton at the
campus level, but the board doesn’t
expect to change her mind this semester, he said.
"Getting the Academic Senate on
our side is our immediate goal,"
Haines said.

KINKO’S
PROFESSOR PUBLISHING
SAVES MY STUDENTS
TIME AND MONEY.
’

Let Kinko’s help organize and distribute your supplementary class materials this term

N.\
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OPEN
24 HOURS!

kinkoss.
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Great copies. Great pease.
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Find out about self -paced, individualized
learning in FRENCH, GERMAN, HEBREW,
ITALIAN, LATIN, RUSSIAN, JAPANESE,
AND SPANISH.
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Before you pay too much for books this semester, check out the SJSU Book
Exchange Board. You can choose from an entire wall of literature, cutting out
the textbook middleman and saving yourself valuable money.
It’s so simple, even you can do it. Book Board shall appear Jan. 2 7-2 9 in front
of the A.S. Office, 2nd level of the Student Union. And also Jan. 30 & 31 and
Feb. 3-7 on the first level of the Student Union by the North Entrance.

277-3201
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Three Gophers arrested
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MADISON, Wis. i AP)
Dane
County authorities filed first -degree
sexual assault charges against two
University of Minnesota basketball
players Monday in an attack reported by an 18-year -old Madison
woman

SUS

solud be
iderlated

ketball game
The players were arrested Friday after police detained the team
from leaving the Dane County Regional Airport on a flight back to Minneapolis. The trio was booked into the
Dane County Jail and held without
bond
Conviction of first -degree sexual
assault carries a maximum prison
sentence of 20 years The maximum
penalty under a second-degree sexual assault conviction is a $10,000 fine
or 10 years in prison or both.

The Dane County District Attorney’s Office also filed charges of second-degree sexual assault against the
two players, Mitchell Lee. 20, of
Carol City, Fla., and Kevin Smith, 21,
of Lansing, Mich.
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A third player, George Williams
Jr., 19, of Oakland, was charged with
one count of second-degree sexual assault.

Lee was charged with one count
of first -degree sexual assault and two
counts of second-degree sexual assault.

An 18-year -old student at Madison Area Technical College reported
Friday that she had been attacked at
The Concourse Hotel in downtown
Madison, where the Golden Gophers
stayed Thursday after beating Wisconsin in a Big Ten Conference bas-
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Smith was charged with one
count of first -degree sexual assault
and one count of second.
The three players were scheduled for arraignment Monday

SORORITY
RUSH

le on

Ron Cockerille

come to
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Spartan assist leader Ontario Johnson also assists on defense, as shown in Saturday’s 15-45 win over Fresno State

Johnson’s assists spark Spartans
Guard rebounds
from foot injury
By Urla Hill
Daily staff writer

Ontario Johnson returned to the
Spartan basketball team’s starting
lineup Dec. 21 after suffering a broken bone in his left foot in early November.
The injury, which caused him to
miss the first eight weeks of the season, came on a follow-up shot. Johnson caught a rebound and came down
on the outside of his foot.
Trainer Charlie Miller said Johnson’s foot is medically sound enough
- to play, but Johnson still feels that it
is not 100 percent.
"It feels fine during games, but
after (games) when I’m not running,
it gets stiff and sore," he said. "I feel
that my foot is only about 85 percent
( healed)."
After returning to action, Johnson was able to play in six games and
still retain the option of redshirting
for the season.
His decision not to redshirt came
after the Spartans suffered consecutive PCAA losses to UC-Irvine and
UNLV in early January.
Johnson, a 6-foot -1, 187 -pound
guard from Gardena, averaged 17.5
points, 5.6 rebounds and 7.1 assists
per game for El Camino Junior College.
His JC career was highlighted
with honors including state Player of
the Year for California junior colleges

Though became to SJSL’ with all
the right attributes, Johnson did not
live up to expectations last season,
averaging only 5.9 points and 3.2 assists.
1984-85 was a transition period
for Johnson, adjusting to a new
coach, a new offense and major college basketball.
"Last year was by far the most
frustrating year I’ve ever had in basketball," he said.
Before the injury. Johnson made
it evident to Spartan head coach Bill
Berry that he would be able to take on
the role of a leader.
Since the departure of Michael
Dixon after last season, Johnson feels
that the coach looks toward him Will
the role of a leader as well as senior
point guard.

He also said his overall game has
improved because his confidence
level is up.
"Last year I didn’t understand
what the coach wanted," Johnson
said. "I was learning while playing.
Now there is no second guessing. . . I
just play."
While Johnson was out earlier
this season, it was felt that he was the
missing link to the Spartan offense.
But yet, the Spartans, favored to finish second in the PCAA, are still
struggling near the middle of the conference
"Maybe I’m not doing all I can to
help," he said. "I need to see what
the team really needs from me! more
rebounds, more assists, points or
vocal leaderShip."
Despite their record, the Spar -

tans still have their sights set toward
the PCAA tournament in March and
post -season play.
"There’s a lot that we as a team
and I personally hope to accomplish," Johnson said. "Our ultimate
goal is to win the PCAA tournament
and get a bid to the NCAA tournament."
What Johnson hopes to accompl
ish personally is to leave the school
as one of the top assist leaders. Last
year he had 94.
"It’s nice when you can lead in a
statistical category," he said. "If I
were the No. 1 assist leader, that
would tell me that I’ve been doing my
job."

SORORITY
INFORMATION
DAY
Feb. 1, 1986
11:30 AM
COSTANOAN ROOM

An Information Session Will Be Followed
By Sorority House Tours.

ANY QUESTIONS???
CALL 277-2191

Student Worships
Sunday
10:45 am.
4:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
’

Lutheran
Catholic (Newman)
Catholic (Newman)

Wednesday
5:00 p.m.

L‘
L
L
1

United Campus
Christian Ministry

V
Worship With t ’s!
Ca Hi PUS Christian Center
4,
- -

7-0

San Carlos & 10th Sts.11,\
298-0204
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"Teacher, Teacher"
If you believe that education is the soul
of democracy, that teaching is its most
noble profession, if the cry "Teacher,
Teacher" warms your heart, then we
have good news for you!
Elementary and secondary schools
are facing a teacher shortage. Retirement and increased population will
create 190,000 positions in California
by 1991. For the first time in 20 years
local school districts are recruiting
teachers from out of state. As districts
enter competition for new teachers,
more and more effort is being directed
at upgrading teachers’ salaries and
benefits and improving their professional image.

If you’ve always thought about teaching, now is the time to move into this
profession. National University’s credential program was designed to meet
the urgent need for new teachers. Individuals who possess an accredited
bachelors degree can complete requirements for a clear credential in
less than a year. Our intensive course
of study and evening format enables
working adults to complete most requirements for the credential while
continuing to work fulltime.
Classes are beginning soon. Find out if
you’re a credential candidate. Call a
National University advisor today.

How to
Get a
Perfect Score
in Computer
Science (and Everything
Else You Are Studying)
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Get a MAD -1 Personal Computer for Only $995.00
The MAD -1 is fully compatible with the IBM PC. But faster and
with more capabilities. And it’s specially priced for school sales.
This is the chance to acquire a quality product at a uniquely
affordable cost.
Consider some of the features of the MAD -1:
Intel’s 80186 (6 MHz) microprocessor, which is two to three times faster
than the IBM PC’s 8088 chip:
Two half -height, 360 KB, 51/4 inch floppy disk drives, which read and write

industry standard IBM diskette formats,
Adiustable 12 -inch display monitor with non -glare screen;
Detachable keyboard with expandable coil cord, sculptured keys and palm
rest for comfortable usage,
And many more features, including video controller for color graphics, two
standard communications interfaces, built-in clock and calendar, and the
capability to add peripherals.

All this for $995.00. And if you need a faster system (8 MHz), or one
with a 10 MB Winchester disk, prices are slightly higher.
Excellence in Education

National University
251 WEST HEDDING ST., SAN JOSE-(408) 291-5400
National Guard Armory
Accredited by Western Association of Schools and Colleges

that perfect useful gift that your folks would get for you if
To order a MAD -1
please call our school sales manager, Cathy Fromme,
they knew about it
at (408) 943-1711, ex. 273.
Terms Cashier’s check or money order only. Price applies to pick-up at 2950 Zanker
Road. San Jose Not for resale. 90 days warranty. Factory supported

Intelligent
Systems
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Spartans
nip UOP
in relay
By Michael McCarthy
Daily staff writer
Led by Diana Garzon and Angie
Wester, SJSU’s swim team edged a
tough University of the Pacific squad
Saturday, 64-58, improving its record
to 5-1
Heading into the final event the
400-yard freestyle relay - the Spartans were down by a point, with seven
points and the match going to the
winner
"It was an intense last relay,"
Garzon said ’We were all cheering
and I like that feeling "
Wester swam the first leg, giving
the Spartans a lead which Pacific,
now 4-4, would not he able to challenge..
Colleen Brennan and Felicia Partos maintained the lead, and Garzon
clinched the relay and the match with
a fast final leg
"We knew it would be close,"
coach Jack Mutimer said. "If we
stayed within seven points of them
( Pacific during the match, we knew
we were in good shape."
Not only did Carson anchor the
last winning relay, she also amassed
15 points in setting three season
bests.
Garton won the 200 freestyle, 100
freestyle, and the 200 individual medley, an event in which all four strokes
are highlighted
In the 200 freestyle, Carson’s new
personal best of 1:56.80 was the second quickest in Spartan history.
In the 290 individual medley, the
event before the last relay, Garzon
knocked more than three seconds off
her previous best, in bringing the
Spartans to within one point of the Tigers, paving the way for a six -point
victory
Wester, who has not lost a freestyle race in a dual meet this year,
continued her dominance in NorPac
competition with victories in the 50,
500 and 1000 freestyle.
In the 50 freestyle, her time of
24.80 nearly broke a Spartan record.
although it was the first time she
swam it this year.
Other key swimmers included
Partos and Sharon Muyskens.
In capturing two events, Partos
surpassed her previous season best in
the 200 butterfly by almost two seconds, with a 2:13.50.
She was only .08 seconds from
equalling her season best in the 100
butterfly
And although Muyskens did not
win an event, her seven points were
crucial for the Spartans. She took
second in the 100 backstroke, second
in the 200 backstroke and third in the
200 individual medley.
"Our practices are more quality oriented," Mut imer said. "They’re
working on specifics and they are
getting faster as the season comes to
an end "

Women fly, men fall
By Linda Smith
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s
women’s
gymnastics
team had a sucessful weekend with a
season high meet score of 170.10 last
Saturday at Montana
The Spartans raised their record
to 3-4 by defeating Montana ( 109.65)
and University of Calgary ( 164 551,
but losing to Washington 1171.751 in
the non -conference meet.
"It was our best away meet
ever," coach Jackie Walker said.
Junior Sheila Hughes took a third
place in all-around tying her second place SJSU-record score with a 35.25.
Hughes also received a second
place on floor exercise with a score of
9.25 and a third place on beam with a
score of 8.85.
Unfortunately, it was a disap-

Mike K Chow

Wrestlers nab third place
ing in the 118-pound division, canie in
second.
Other individual accomplishments from the wrestling team came
from Jack Norton, Joe Zamlich, Scott
Benson and Dirk Manoukin.
Norton placed third in the 167pound category. Zamlich, Baum,
Benson and Manoukin all placed
fourth in their respective weight divisions of 134, 150, 177 and heavyweight.
"Our team is one that is improving with each match," Kida said.
In SJSU’s previous dual meet
against Fullerton State Friday, the
squad showed those signs of improvement but fell short, losing to the
Titans 23-21.
SJSU was leading 21-13 but lost
its final three matches.
Brison and Norton both pinned
their opponents in the first round.
Khanbabian squared off against Fullerton State’s Frank Trujillo, who dc

Fullerton State took first place,
scoring 248.75, followed by UCSB’s
242.80. IX -Davis finished last behind
SJSU with a score of 231.90.
"The judging was pretty low:’
coach Rich Chew said. But even with
the low scoring, the team still didn’t
hit their routines, Chew- added
Despite the bad showing, Brian
Heery took first on high bar with a
score of 9.10, finishing the meet in a
second -place tie for all-around with a
score of 50.0. Fullerton State’s Thom
Sterling finished first (50.70).
Brian O’Hara took second on
vault with a score of 9.15.

Daily staff photographer

SJSU’s Diana Garzon strokes to victory in the freestyle relay, clinching the meet with Pacific

By Ken Johnston
Daily staff writer
Looks can be deceiving when one
glances at SJSU’s wrestling team’s
win -loss record.
The wrestling squad’s record is 18-1 overall, but that’s only dual
meets; it does not include tournaments.
Wrestling coach Danny Kida was
extremely pleased with the team’s
performance in Saturday’s San Francisco State tavitational Tournament,
which hosted 11 teams.
The Spartans placed third behind
second -place Fullerton State and
first -place Cal State Bakersfield.
"We have sonic talented people
on this team and that talent came out
in the tournament," Kida said.
The Spartans’ Ken Brison was
the tourney’s outstanding player,
easily handling opponents in the 142 pound weight category. His teammate, Arnold Khanbabian, compel-

pointing weekend for the men’s team
In a meet last Friday at UC-Davis,
SJSU finished third behind Fullerton
State and UC-Santa Barbara with a
season low of 240.25.

DECORATE YOUR

Apartment, Dorm Rooms, or Home Bars
Also Great as Presents

fettled the nation’s NO I wrestler ear
her at the SFS! Tournament.
Khanbabian lost the match, but
he forced Trujillo to go three rounds
and the maximum time limit of seven
minutes.
"They may have won a majority
of the decisons (six out of 101 but our
wins were
lopsided decisions,"
Brison said.
"This year is a rebuilding season
for us," Kida said. "1 feel that we will
be among the league’s top teams next
season."
The Spartans will try and get
back on the winning track Friday at 7
p.m, when they host Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo. SJSU met Cal Poly SL()
earlier this year, but lost by a wide
margin.
"It should be a good match because we’ve improved a lot since our
last meeting," said junior redshirt
Shannon Felix.

CALL TODAY
(After 4:30 pm)

(408) 296-0483

(During day leave a message)i

SAN JOSE ART
FOR All YOUR ART SUPPLY NEEDS
4

SJSU Sports
Today
Baseball at UC Berkeley 2 p.m.
Men’s tennis vs Santa Clara 2 p.m.
Woolen’s tennis at Riviera Itwit., Pacific
Palisades
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CONTACT
Foreign Languages in
Sweeney Hall, Rm. 219
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277-2576

481 S. BASCOM AVE, SAN JOSE
ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF STEVENS CREEK
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408-298-8422
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SH 305 and SH 318)
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Ueberroth says no
to U.S. Senate race

Spartaguide
The Career Planning and Placement office is sponsoring an "Orientation to Computerized Interviews
Sign-ups" at 1:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.
today in the Almaden Room in the
Student Union. The orientation will
also be held at 12:30 p.m. and 2 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U. Pacheco Room.

Park Center Plaza. For further information call Pam at 294-8311.

For further information contact Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272.

395-3033,

The SJSU Gay and Lesbian Alliance will hold their first meeting of

the semester at 4 p.m. tomorrow in
the S. U. Guadalupe Room. For more
information contact Melodie Smith at
The India Students Association

The SJSU College Republicans
will hold their first weekly meeting at

will hold a meeting from 11:30 a.m. to
1 p.m. today in the S.U. Almaden
Room. For more information, contact Satish Sathe at 258-4485.

12:30 p.m. today in the S. U. Guadalupe Room. For more information
contact Paul Mezzetta at 736-2282.

The Asia Business League of Silicon Valley will have an information
table from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today in
rnnt of the Student Union. For more
information contact Michael at 238-

The Billet Jewish Student Association will hold a faculty and student
wine and cheese reception from 4 to 6
p.m. tomorrow at the Holiday Inn

5521.
Coffee and doughnuts will be sold
by Delta Sigma Pi from 4 to 9 p.m.

today and tomorrow on the first floor
of the Business Classrooms building.
For further information
Erick Swenson at 379-0337.

contact

The Career Planning and Placement office is sponsoring a guide to
resumes at 5:30 p.m. today in room 1
of the Business Classrooms building.
For further information contact Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272.
El Concilio will hold a general
meeting at 4:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
S.U. Council Chambers. For more information contact Nora Flores at 2417071.

Yesterdaily
Campus

This.

The two-month -old search for
SJSU CalPIRG organizer Robert
Edson has shifted to Los Angeles,
where Officer Sharon Young of the
San Jose Police Department said
someone used Edson’s Bank of America Versatel* card. Edson, 22, has
been missing since Nov. 17.

committees - the budget committee,
the election board and the judiciary.
-we%

strators to send the information to an
officer for a monthly report.
Jones said that the memo directed his officers to do nothing out of
the ordinary.
The Associated Students Board
of Directors needs to fill some crucial
positions in three of its most powerful

The SJSU Mandella Coalition accused the University Police Depart-

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Former Los Angeles
Olympics chief Peter Ueberroth said his mind is
made up: he has no intention of running for the U.S.
Senate.
Ueberroth, now commissioner of baseball, emphasized that his message is the same one he’s expressed in recent months as rumors swirled that he
might be California Republicans’ best candidate
against Democratic incumbent Sen. Alan Cranston.
But he added, "I have not shut the door on talking to people who want to explore issues and/or the
discussion of political office."
Ueberroth said that he was not inviting supporters to draft him into the race and that he would not
succumb to such a draft.
His statement just meant that he wants to be
accessible, he said.

Because of his success with the 1984 Olympics
and a powerful public presence, Ueberroth has generated enormous interest among Republican leaders.
Ueberroth is a registered Republican, and he
maintains a voting residence in Orange County.

Salad bar of the Old West

In recent weeks, Ueberroth’s non-candidacy

ment of spying on them and keeping a
file on their activities, according to
tarry trouggiffy, cotfaincfer of the ’coalition. The accusation stemmed
from a Dec. 19 San Jose Mercury
News article which reported that
Maurice Jones, UPD interim chief,
issued a memo directing officers who
encounter any "identifiable" demon-

semester. SJSU. wiLL belga
suing students who fail to repay loans
received in prior semesters. Defaulted student loans amount to more
than $1 million.

Peter Stein

Dry Toast

Recommendations submitted by
A.S. President Erin O’Dougherty to
fill three key positions on the A.S.
Board will be the first item considered at Wednesday’s A.S. meeting.

Sports
The Spartans lost their baseball
home opener to the Stanford University Cardinals Friday. Spartan star
pitcher Anthony Telford was declared ineligible and may not play
this season,

has irritated some of the other Republicans who
have declared candidacy or who are considering
entering the race. They complained that important
donors are refusing to give money until they know if
Ueberroth will run.
Many wondered if pressure would build on Ueberroth as a result of last week’s indictment of
Bobbi
California
Congresswoman
Southern
Fiedler.
The indictment alleged that she offered $100,000
to rival candidate state Sen. Ed Davis to withdraw

from the Senate race.
Fiedler counter-charged that she was a victim
of political dirty tricks by Davis.
"There are changes that have caused my name
to come up from time to time," said Ueberroth.
"And recent developments surrounding the indictment may bring it up again. It doesn’t change my
own position."
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Advisers sought
for dormitories

American handstand

Fifty students needed for positions

Abraham Haile

Hen ja min Dover, a
design, indulges in

freshman in graphic
some creative skate -

Daily staff photographer

boarding near Wahlquist Library bet% een niorning classes yesterday.

Residence halls’ leader quits
By Andrew F. Hamm
Daily staff writer
Inter-Residence Hall Association
President Timothy Smalls resigned
during intersession from his position
as chief representative of students
living on campus. Smalls was replaced by Chris Schwarz. former
IRHA vice president.
Appointed in December to the Associated Students budget committee,
Smalls resigned Dec. 19, citing a possible "conflict of interest" with the
two positions. He also said he
wouldn’t have the time needed to do
either job justice.
Smalls will keep his position as
National Conference. Coordinator for
IRHA, an additional duty he took on
after two previous coordinators quit
last fall.
The conference coordinator represents SJSU campus residents on
the regional and national organiza-

tion level.
"I found I really enjoyed being
the conference coordinator and feel I
can still do the job of representing
IRHA at upcoming regional meetings," Smalls said.
Representatives of the residence
halls and other school sponsored
housing elected Schwarz to the oneyear term.
Not well known outside of the residence halls, IRHA acts as a governing body for student affairs within the
living quarters

It has been active in other areas
as well, such as the gathering of more
than 500 signatures on a petition in
support of the closing of San Carlos
Street, which was presented to the
San Jose City Council during the public hearing on that issue.
IRHA also lobbies for and
against programs that affect student
living on campus and considers itself
"the link’’ between the A S. govern
ing board and the hall residents.
Smalls said.

of

"IRHA makes it possible for the
campus residents to speak with one
voice," he said.

IRHA cooridinates all cultural
and social affairs, like the dances
they have at the halls, and takes
grievances and suggestions from the
residents. The association is under
the direction of housing operations,
Smalls said

IRHA has been involved with the
Pacific College University Residence
Halls, and the National Association of
College and Universities Residence
Halls, which lobbies for programs at
fecting people living on campus at
the state and federal levels

"We discourage
’dorms’ ,"Sma Ils said

the

use

By Michael McCarthy
Daily staff writer
A residence adviser selection
committee continues its search for 50
new advisers at 8 tonight with an
orientation meeting in Royce Hall.
"We are looking for people who
are people-oriented with strong leadership qualities and who look for and
accept challenges as given to them,"
said Mark Cooper, residence hall director and leader of the R.A. selection committee.
Positions are open for any SJSU
student who is enrolled in full-time
study not exceeding 15 units, has a
minimum grade point average of 2.5,
and is available to work the entire
1986-87 academic year.
All 50 positions are now available
because each position is only contracted for one academic year. Current R.A.s who plan to work another
year must reapply and go through the
interview process along with all other
new applicants.
Residence hall or group living experience is preferred, as well as a
background of working with diverse
groups of people. No outside commitments that conflict with the R.A. position will be tolerated, Cooper said.
"They (applicants) must show
the capacity for total commitment
with this priority being only second to
school," Cooper said.
"Expect to be prepared for a bigtime commitment," said Sandra Arreola, West Hall R.A. and a senior
nursing major.
A residence adviser’s job is demanding and includes many responsibilities, Cooper said. But in compensation each R.A. receives a
double room and a full meal plan, including three meals each weekday
and two for each weekend day, worth
over 83000.
Some of the many responsibilities are providing peer counseling
and responding to conflicts, enforcing housing and university policies,
attending one weekly staff meeting
and other training sessions, and developing a minimum of three resident programs per semester from selected areas

Cooper said residence advising is
a means of rounding out an education.
"While achieving a degree, one
can also develop a high level of people skills, time management skills.
and confrontation/conflict skills," he
said.
"Along with gaining leadership
experience and meeting people," Arreola said, "you gain many close
friendships with other R.A.s and develop a very strong support group."
Two additional meetings are
scheduled for 3:30 p.m. in Royce Hall
Jan. 30, and 3:30 p.m. Feb. 5 in the
Guadalupe Room of the Student
Union. The first orientation meeting
was held Monday.
Each meeting, paneled by current R.A.s and residence hall directors, will answer questions about residence advising, qualifications, responsibilities, and commitments of
an R.A.
Applications, which can be
picked up at the Housing Office in
West Hall or at each orientation
meeting, are due at 5 p.m., Feb. 14, in
the Housing Office.
The interviewing process is divided into three stages: two small group sessions, one large-group
meeting, and a personal interview.
"Whether or not one is accepted.
the process is a learning experience.
and a valuable tool to take with
them." Cooper said.
Each applicant must attend all
meetings after his application has
been accepted.
Final notification of acceptance,
will be posted March 19 at the Hous
ing Office.
Once all 50 are hired, preparation
begins for next year. New R.A.s train
for two weeks, participating in sessions aimed at learning thought processes of students, as well as useful
information about SJSU.
Cooper is pleased with the present staff.
"The knowledge you gain is invaluable, and I feel like I am contributing to the campus," Arreola said
"I’m really glad I became an 11 A."
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Haven’t yob ever done something in your life you wish you
could do over again.. .and this time do it right?
After fourteen years, Jack finally has a chance
to replay the worst moment of his life.
But first, he has to convince Reno that
history won’t repeat itself.
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Select your team now for the
INTRAMURAL
DORM TRIOS
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Tuesdays at 7 p.m.
14 Weeks, Beginning February 4th

?
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3 Bowlers per team (at least 2 bowlers
must be from the same dorm or dorm floor
if more than one team entered from that dorm.)
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OPEN TO A MAXIMUM OF 10 TEAMS.
Sign-ups will be taken until the league is filled, or
until Feb. 4th.

C’MON DOWN TO RESERVE YOUR TEAM SPOT

277-3226
STUDENT UNION
GAMES AREA

A Comedy about We, hape, and getting WOOL
KINGS ROAD ENTERTAINMENT Presents
A GORDON CARROLL Production THE BEST OF TIMES"
PAMELA REED DONALD MOFFAT owe or Ahrl’HUR & RUSINSTEIN
Wtotren toy RON SHELTON Produced* GORDON CAPSCRLatauularVgill.SPOTT
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Coming anuary 31st to Select Theatres

